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DIRECTOR'S PREFACE 

It has been rather generally assumed that the farmer 
marches along with other business men and that hi~ for
tunes rise and fall with the general tide of prosperity and 
depression. Recent conditions in the United States have, 
however, pretty conclusively shown that it is possible for 
industry to be exceptionally prosperous while agriculture 
remains in general depression. Is it also possible that 
we may some day have a period of farm prosperity while 
industry is in the doldrums? Are these two great divi
sions of our economic life closely interwoven, or are they 
governed by essentially independent streams of economic 
influence? This analysis seeks to answer one-half of the 
question, namely, whether the general business cycle 
exerts an important direct influence upon agriculture. It 
does not attempt to answer the other half, whether gen
eral business fluctuations are, as has frequently been sug
gested, superinduced by ante,cedent changes in agricul
tural conditions. 

In this volume Mr. Engberg, who possesses a thorough 
knowledge of the technical phases of fattn organization 
and management, has assembled the data necessary to 
test, both analytically and statistically, the effects of in
dustrial changes upon agriculture. He examines the ef
fects of industrial prosperity and depression upon the de
mand for and price of farm products, and UpOB the farm-

vii 
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er's operating costs. The analysis establishes certain def
inite conclusions with reference to a phase of agricultural 
organization and farm management which has heretofore 
been merely a subject of speculation. 

Institute of Economics, 
June, 1927. 

HARoLD G. MOULTON, 

Director. 
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APPENDIX A 

CORRELATIONS: AGRICULTURAL PRICES, VOL
UME OF PRODUCTION, BUSINESS ACTIVITY 

THIS appendix contains some details as to methods and 
results of multiple correlation studies of the prices of five 
representative farm products. The objective in view 
when the studies were planned was to. obtain some quanti
tative criteria of the relative influence of the fluctuations 
of domestic industrial activity and of the size of the 
current crop upon the annual prices of these commodities. 
No effort was made to account completely by statistical 
methods for all the variations in these prices. The 
.amount of labor involved in such a 'comprehensive analy
sis probably would have made it necessary to reduce very 
considerably the number of products treated and thereby 
increased the hazards in drawing conclusions. Briefly, 
the method of attack laid down at the beginning was as 
follows: to select first a statistical series available in 
monthly or quarterly form back to 1880, if possible, 
which would serve as a general measure of the fluctua
tions of the phenomena associated with business cycles j 
and second, to secure production data for representative 
farm commodities and price quotations related to that 
volume oJ output. The next step was to correlate the 
three variables for each commodity in a manner permit
ting conclusions as to the relative degree of association 
of the dependent ·variable, price, with each of the two 
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independent variables. Several details of that procedure 
require explanation before the resulting correlation 
coefficients, which are given below, can be interpreted-~ 

Several specifications were laid down for the index of 
business cycles. It should reflect changes in the pur
chasing power of industrial employees because that is 
one channel of influence of business cycles on the prices 
of farm products. It should reflect changes in manufac
turing activity, since that may affect the manufacturers' 
demand for certain products. It should be available in 
monthly or quarterly form, so that various lags of prices 
after business could be tested. The raw data, moreover, 
should be accessible so that the series could be expressed 
in whatever form seemed best for the problem at hand. 
Finally, the index should be available for a long enough 
period, say back to 1880, to offer a reasonably large 
sample of observations. 

Of the series published at the time this study was 
begun, pig iron production seemed to meet these require
ments most satisfactorily. Data on industrial pay rolls 
available since the war have fluctuated in the same direc
tion and at about the same time with pig iron production, 
though the variations of the latter have been consider
ably wider. As for its reflection of industrial activity, 
Edmund E. Day found that when· correlated with his 
annual index of manufacturing at large, a coefficient of 
+.97 was secured, and concluded that pig iron produc
tion gave "an amazingly accurate picture of the year-to
year fluctuations of physical production in manufactur
ing.1 Its fluctuations, moreover, have been closely re
lated to those of statistical series representing other 

1 "An Index of the Physical Volume of Production," Review 0/ 
Economic Statistics, 1920, Vol. II, p. 367.·· . 
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phases of business cycles, such as commodity prices 
(Bradstreet's index}, imports, banks clearings in and 
outside New York, business failures, and interest rates.2 

Monthly data on pig iron production are available back 
to 1884 and quarterly figures to 1877. 

Bank clearings outside New York were considered as a 
possible measure and had many points in their favor. 
Since, however, they are probably weighted fairly heavily 
with agricultural transactions, pig iron production was 
thought to be a better measure of non-agricultural busi
ness activity. The business curve of the American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company also was a possi
bility. The fact that it is a composite of severai series 
was in its favor, but its availability only in the refined 
form-as monthly percentage deviations from "normal" 
-':"was a disadvantage. 

The same sources of the raw data on pig iron produc
tion were employed as those used by the Harvard Com
mittee on Economic Research in constructing their 
monthly index of pig iron production! Only four years 

• Harvard Committee on Economic Research, "Indices of Busi
!less Conditions," Review 0/ Economic Statistica, 1919, Vol. I, pp. 
184-187. 

• See "Money Rates and Pig Iron Production 1877-1924," .Review 
~/ Economic Statistica, 1925, Vol. VII, p. 44. These sources in
~luded quarterly estimates made by the Committee for the 
period 1877 to 1883 based on the weekly capacity of furnaces in 
blast on the first day of each quarter; the data prepared by 
Margaret G. Myers, "Monthly Production of Pig Iron, 1884-1902," 
Tournal 0/ the American Statistical Association, June, 1922, Vol. 
18, p. 249; and for the period 1903-1914 from the Iron Age, 
reprinted by the Committee in "Indices of Business Conditions," 
lleview 0/ ElIOnomic Statistics, 1919, Vol. I, p. 66. The use of the 
nore satisfactory series for the period 1884-1902 published by 
Elolbrook Working in "Monthly Pig Iron Production, 1884-1902.: 
!In Analysis of a Problem in Correlation," Journal 0/ the Amen
:an Statistical Association, 1924, Vol. 19, pp. 381-86, would have 
nade no significant difference in the results. 
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of the quarterly figures, 1880 to 1883 inclusive, were used. 
For those years data for the intervening months were 
interpolated. 

The next step was to select the method of correlation. 
Linearity of relationship was assumed. It was decided 
to correlate the series with seven different assumptions 
as to the time relationship of changes in pig iron produc
tion and the agricultural price. It was believed that the 
maximum degree of relationship was likely to fall within 
this range of a year and a half. These lags were so 
chosen that in five or six of the seven comparisons the 
pig iron series preceded the price quotations and in one 
or two it followed. The distribution varied somewhat 
with different commodities. The fact that in each case 
the correlations of price and pig iron production first 
increased with successive quarters and then declined indi
cates that the maximum degree of relationship was prob
ably found for all commodities. 

Two methods of expressing the variables were tried for 
the first commodity worked with, namely, cotton. In the 
first the data were reduced to percentage deviations from 
the secular trends of the price and production of cotton . 
and of the quarterly totals of pig iron production. For 
the second computation there were used the percentage 
changes from the preceding year of the price and pro
duction of cotton and of the annual production of pig iron 
for years ending with December 31, March 31, June 30, 
and September 30. In each case seven different lags 
(or leads) of the pig iron data were used in comparison 
with the other two variables. • 

The second method was adopted for the other com
modities. Not only did it give better results in that it 
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accounted more completely for the changes in the price 
of cotton, but it had other advantages as well. The use 
of percentage changes simplified the computation and 
assured greater comparability of treatment for all com
modities than would be secured by computing a separate 
secular trend for each series. The changes in the annual 
production of pig iron, moreover, probably gave a more 
representative picture of the changes in the business situ
ation than did the changes in the production in corre
sponding quarters. 

The results of the correlations for the seven commodi
ties are given in the tables on pages 276-277. The seven 
positions of the pig iron data with respect to the price 
are indicated by showing the midpoint of the years used. 
Thus, the earliest one in each case is October 1. This 
means that the percentage change over the previoUs year 
of the amount of pig iron produced in the year ending on 
each March 31 (the midpoint of which is October 1) is 
correlated with the percentage changes of crop production 
and price the following fall. Similarly the changes in 
pig iron production for years ending on six successive 
quarterly dates are correlated with the same crop data. 

The following subscripts are used for the coefficients: 

w=price 
s = supply, or size of the crop 
i = pig iron production 
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CORRl!lLATlON : PRICE AND PRODUCTION OF SELOOl'ED COMMODITIES 
WITH PIG IRON PRODUCTION· 

Iron Output for 
Coefficients 

Year Ending 

POTATOES:' 
Mar. 31. ....... 
June 30 ........ 
Sept. 30 ........ 
Dec. 31. ....... 
Mar. 31. .... ' ... 
June 30 .....•.. 
Sept. 30 ....••.. 

HOGs: • 
Mar. 31. ..•.... 
June 30 ........ 
Sept. 30 ...•.... 
Dec. 31. ....... 
Mar. 31. .... ; .. 
June 30 ........ 

, Sept. 30 ........ 
CORN: • 

Mar. 31. .' ...... 
June 30 ........ 
Sept. 30 ........ 
Dec. 31. ..•.... 
Mar. 31 ......•. 
June 30 ........ 
Sept. 30 ........ 

• Subscripts. 
w=price. 

rwi rws R 

- .009 -.857 .858 
-.008 -.857 .860 
-.109 -.865 .866 
-.011 -.865 .870 
-.041 -.864 - .870 
-.106 -.864 .865 
-.102 -.864 .864 

-.014 -.736 .745 
+.104 -.736 .749 
+ .163 -.747 .755 
+ .292 -.747 .749 
+ .337 -.747 .765 
+ .284 -.747 .783 
+ .210 -.747 .763 

-.061 -.698 .699 
-.207 -.698 .698 
-.193 -.720 .720 
-.043 -.720 .720 
+ .030 -.709 .713 
+ .099 -.709 .723 
+ .157 -.709 .728 

S = production of agricultural commodity. 
i = pig iron production. 

rwi.s 

-.077 
+ .125 
+ .057 
+ .178 
+ .197 
+ .096 
-.034 

-.173 
-.208 
-.166 
+ .065 
+ .248 
+ .349 
+ .228 

+ .067 
-.011 
+.005 
+.034 ' 
+ .102 
+ .199 
+ .235 

rwsj 

-.858 
-.860 
-.864 
-.870 
-.869 
-.864 
-.863 

-.745 
-.746 
-.748 
-.721 
-.730 
-'-.760 
-.750 

-.698 
-.681 
-.707 
-.719 
-.712 
-.719 
-.720 

'POTATOES: Period: 1881-1913. Production: Total annual pro
duction in the United States. Yearbook, 1923, p. 759. Price: 
Farm price on December 1. ibid. 

• HOGS: Period: 1881-1913. Production: Total weight of hogs 
packed by Western packers during the four winter months, No
vember to February, inclusive. Data from Sewall Wright, Com 
and Hog Correlations, Bulletin No. 1300. U. S. Department of 
Agriculture, Jan., 1925, p. 11. Price: Average price per 100 pounds 
live weight of Western winter pack, ibid. 

• CORN: Period: 1881-1913. Production: Annual production in 
the United States, Yearbook, 1923, p. 662. Prices: December price 
at Chicago. Agricultural Prices, Henry A. Wallace. pp. 118-119. 
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Iron Output for Coefficients 
Year Ending 

rwi R rwiB rwsi l'W8 

OATS: • 
Dec. 31 .... , .... + .058 -.762 .772 -.191 -.771 
Mar. 31 ........ -.075 -.762 .777 -.231 -.775 
June 30 ........ -.154 -.762 .775 -.220 -.769 
Sept. 30 ........ -.147 -.750 .752 -.076 -.746 
Dec. 31 ........ -.053 -.750 .758 + .159 -.757 
Mar. 31. •.•..•. -.058 -.747 .770 +.286 -.770 
June 30 ...••... -.111 -.747 .774 + .308 -.771 

CarroN: • 
Mar. 31 ........ +.114 -.802 .811 +.202 -.808 
June 30 ........ + .476 -.802 .828 + .349 -.771 
Sept. 30 .••••... + .692 -.779 .837 + .489 -.652 
Dec. 31. ....... + .664 -.779 .831 + .462 -.668 
Mar. 31. ..•••.. +.447 -.779 .801 + .299 -.743 
June 30 •••••••• +.114 -.779 .784 + .143 -.781 
Sept. 30; ....... 

WHEAT:' 
-.227 -.779 .779 +.030 -.765 

Dec. 31 ........ -.071 -.656 .660 -.099 -.658 
Mar. 31. ....... -.120 _.656 .661 -.108 -.657 
June 30 ........ -.079 -.656 .664 + .137 -.661 
Sept. 30 ........ -.044 -.656 .692 +.292 -.691 
Dec. 31 ........ -.036 -.656 .690 +.283 -.689 
Mar. 31 ........ +.037 -.656 .689 + .280 -.689 
June 30 ........ + .051 -.656 .670 +.181 -.669 

APPLES:' 
Mar. 31 ........ -.179 -.800 .815 -.263 -.808 
June 30 .••••••• -.076 -.800 .814 -.249 -.812 
Sept. 30 •••••••• +.020 -.800 .806 -.173 -.806 
Dec. 31 ........ '+ .120 -.800 .800 -.057 -.797 
Mar. 31 ........ + .036 -.800 .801' +.058 -.800 
June 30 .••••••. -.118 -.800 .804 + .137 -801 
Sept. 30 ........ -.170 -.800 .803 +.118 -.796 

• 
• OATS: Period, 1881-1913. Production: Annual production in 

the United States, Yearbook, 1923, pp. 679-680. Prices: September 
price at Chicago. Agricultural Prices, Henry A. Wallace, pp. 121-
122. 

• CorroN: Period: 1881-1913. Production. Production in the 
United States of 500-pound bales. Data from Bureau of Census, 
Cotton Production and Distribution, Season of 10e4-e5, Bulletin 
158, pp. 49-50. Price of cotton: December price of spot middling 
upland cotton in New York. Data for 1880 to 1889 from Report. 
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0/ the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, 1895, Vol. 
II, pp. 377-404; for 1890 to 1913 from the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture. The figures from 
1900 to 1923 are published in the Yearbook for 1923, p. 809. 

• WHEAT: Period: 1892-1914. Production: Annual world pro
duction in Northern Hemisphere, plus carryover on July 1. Ob
tained by deducting from the total world output the reported 
production in the Southern Hemisphere. World production and 
carryover data from Killough, Hugh B. What Makes the Price 
0/ Oats, Bulletin No. 1351, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
Sept., 1925, p. 36. Production in Southern Hemisphere from 
Yearbook 1924, p. 569. Price: Average Chicago price of wheat 
during July, August, September and October, the months when 
the bulk of the crops in the Northern Hemisphere come on the 
market. Data obtained from the Bureau of Agricultural Eco
nomics through the courtesy of E. M. Daggitt. 

, APPLES: Period: 1890-1913. Production: Annual crop in the 
United States, Yearbook, 1924, p. 664. Price: Average of New 
York wholesale prices on October 15, January 1, and March 1, of 
each year, ibid., p. 673. 
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RESULTS OF STATISTICAL STUDIES OF THE RE
LATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SUPPLY AND 
PRICE OF FARM PRODUCTS 

CORN 

Wright, Sewall, Corn and Hog Correlations, U. S. De
partment of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 1300, January, 
1925, p. 16: 

Correlated trend deviations of production and De
cember 1 price, 1871-1913; r = -.80. Also .corre
lated yield per acre with December 1 price, same 
period; r= -.77. 

Moore, "Henry Ludwell, GeneratiTI{J Economic Cycles, 
1923,p.23: 

Correlated trend deviations of yield per acre and 
December farm price, 1880-1914; r = -.78. 

Moore, Henry Ludwell, Ecooomic Cycles: T.heir Law 
and Cause, 1914, p. 95: 

Correlated relative change in production and Decem
ber 1 price, 1866-1911; r = -.789. Also changes in 
yield per acre and price, same period; r = ~.81~. 

Persons, W. M., "The Correlation of Economic Statis
tics," Publications of- the American Statistical Associa
tion, December, 1910, Vol. 92, p. 314: 

279 
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Correlated first differences of production and De
cember farm price in United States, 186&-1906; 
r = -.833.' Also percentage changes, same period; 
r= -.794. 

Wallace, H. A., "The Factors That Make Corn Prices," 
Wallace's Farmer, August 21,1925: 
Multiple correlation study of prices using size of 
crop, oats prices, business conditions, wheat prices, 
~nd number of hogs slaughtered. Correlation co
efficients not given. "The dominating force making 
corn prices is the size of crop." The net relationship 
of these two variables expressed as follows: 

Corn prices at Chicago 
Size of Corn Crop during winter 

25 per cent below normal. .32 per cent above normal 
20 per cent below normal. .24 per cent above normal 
15 per 'cent below normal. .16 per cent above normal 
10 per cent below normal.. 8 per cent above normal 
5 per cent below normal.. 1 per cent above normal 
5 per cent above normal.. 7 per cent below normal 

10 per cent above normal .. 10 per cent below normal 
15 per cent above normal. ,12 per cent below normal 

OATS 

Moore, Henry Ludwell, Econo'11lic Cycles: Their Law 
and Cause, 1914, p. 95: 

Correlated relative change in production and Decem
ber 1 price, 1866-1911; r = -.722. Also changes in 
'yield per acre and price, same period; r = -.718. 

Killough, Hugh B., What Makes the Price of Oats' 
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U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 1351, 
September, 1925: 

Correlated trend ratios of United States production 
and Chicago price, 1881-1913, r = -.82. MUltiple 
correlation of percentage changes over preceding 
years of: (1) Chicago price of oats; (2) index of 
prices of farm products; and (3) United States pro
duction plus carry-over of oats, 1896-~915, 1921, 
1922. Coefficient of multiple correlation = .86. 

HAY 
Moore, Henry Ludwell, Economic Cycles: Xheir Law 

and Cause, 1914, p. 95: 
Correlated relative changes in production and De
cember 1 price, 1866-1911; r = -.715. Also changes 
in yield per acre and price, same period;' r = -.656. 

POTATOES 

Moore, Henry Ludwell, Economic Cycles: Their Law 
and Cause, 1914, p. 95: 

Correlated relative changes in production and De
cember 1 price, 1866-1911; r = -.856. Also changes 
in yield per acre and price, same period; r = -.873. 

Moore, Henry Ludwell, "Elasticity of Demand and Flexi
bility of Prices," JO'U3'nal 01 the American Statistical 
Association, March, 1922, Vol. 18, p. 14: 
Correlated trend ratios of production and December 
farm price in' the United States, 1881-1913; 
r=-.84. 

Working, Holbrook, Fact(Y1's Affecting the Price 01 
Minnesota Potatoes, Minnesota Agricultural Experi
ment Station, Technical Bulletin No. 29. October, 1925, 
p.13: ' 
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Multiple correlation study of five factors. Net effect 
of variations in supply on price expressed as follows: 

When production Price will probably 
is above normal be below normal 

(per cent) • (per cent) 
20 29 
10 17 
o 0 

below normal 
10 
20 

above normal 
26 
70 

WATERMELONS 

Hedden, W. P., Measuring the Melon Market, A prelimi
nary report, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. 
Department of Agriculture, August, 1914, p. 8: 

Correlated trend deviations of number of cars on 
track in New York, N. Y., and price per car; 
r = -.88 ± .02. 

COTTON 

Moore, Henry Ludwell, Forecasting the Yield and the 
Price of Cotton, 1917: 

Correlated ratios to progressive averages of annual 
production of cotton and the price, 1890-1913 i 
r = -.706. Also percentage change of production 
and price, same period; r = .819. 

WHEAT 

Killough, Hugh B., What Makes the Price of DaM 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 1351, 
September, 1925: 
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Correlated trend ratios of Chicago price of wheat 
and United States production, 1891-1913; r = -.32; 
same price with world production; r = -.71; same 
price with world production plus carry-over; 
r = -.80. Multiple correlation of trend ratios of: 
(1) Chicago price, (2) world production plus carry
over, and (3) world production of rye; r = .86. 

Bosland, C. C., "Forecasting the Price of Wheat," 
J(YIJ.1"M,l of the American Statistical Association, June, 
1926, Vol. 21, pp. 149-61: . 

Correlated world production plus carry-over and 
Chicago price (deflated), 1896-1920. The maximum 
correlation of - .74 was obtained by using the first 
differences of the percentage deviations from trend 
for the pre-war years only . 

• 
CABBAGE 

Misner, E. A., Rainfall and the Production and Price of 
Cabbage, Potatoes, Apples, and Cannery Peas, Mimeo
graphed circular, Department of Agricultural Eco
nomics and Farm Management, Cornell University: 

Correlated inches of rainfall and November price of 
cabbage, 1894-1923; r = -.572. 

HOGS 

Wright, Sewall, Corn and Hog Correlations, U. S. De
partment of Agl'iculture Bulletin No. 1300, January, 
1925, pp. 40-41: 

Correlated trend deviations of hogs packed and cor
responding prices. 'Coefficient for summer pack, 
-.63; for winter pack, -.68. 
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ALL CROPS 

Committee on Economic Research, Harvard University, 
"Production, Prices and Aggregate Values of Crops," 
Review of Economic Statistics, Preliminary Volume 
III, 1921, pp. 34-6: 

Indexes consisting of the weighted geometric means 
of the production and December 1 prices of the 12 
leading farm crops in the United States from 1879 to 
1920 were constructed. The correlation between the 
first differences of these indexes of aggregate produc
tion and unit prices for the period 1879 to 1914 was 
-.82. When corrected for secular trend this corre
lation between the corrected figures was -.79; and 
between the first differences of the corrected figures 
the correlation was -.88. 



INDEX 

Apples, relation of price to 
production and to business 
conditions, Appendix A 

Bread, elasticity of demand for, 
252-255 

Business cycles, effect on farm 
prices, 82-90 

Butter, effect of price on pro
duction, 3~6 

Cabbage, effect of price on pro
duction, 35, 37 

Com, 
effect of supply on prices, 

188-190 
factors determining supply, 

183-188 
relation of price to produc

tion and to buainess condi
tions, 10-11, Appendix A 

Cotton, 
consumption of, 146-147 . 
factors detennining yield and 

acreage, 156-161 
factors influencing price, lO

ll, 144-161, Appendix A 
market for, 140-143 
sources of, 138-140 

Crop losses, causes of, 41 
Cycles, of agricultural produc

tion, 36-39, 261 

Demand for farm products, 
effect of business cycles on, 

261 • 
elasticity of, 53-62 

Expenditures. on farms, classi
fied,92 

Farm products, elasticity of de-
mand for, 261 

Feed, cost of, 122-123 
Fertilizers, cost of, 131-134 
Fixed charges, on farms, 23-

28,260 
Flax, relation of production to 

price, 12 • 
Flour, production of, 230-234 
Food products, elasticity of de

mand for, 54-62 
Forecasts of business, as a basis 

of farm policies, 264-267 
Foreign demand, for farm prod~ 

ucts, 77-81, 262 

Hogs, 
effect of supply on price, 197-

198, Appendix A 
effect of business conditions 

on price, 212-223, Appen
dix A 

production, 190-200. . 
relation of productIOn to sIze 

of com crop, 177-183, 194-
197 

Improvements, farm, cost of, 
124-131 . 

Interdependence of agnculture 
and business, 2, 4-7 

Interest rate, 
on farm mortgages, 114-1.19 
on short-term borrowmgs, 

119-122 
285 
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Labor, farm, 
demand for, 96-99 
supply of, 94-96 

Livestock, 
cycles of, 38 
effect of forces of nature on 

production, 44-46 
relation of price to produc

tion, 14 

Machinery, cost of, 124-131 
Middlemen, demand of, for 

farm products, 65-76 
Milling industry (see flour) 

Oats, relation of price to pro
duction and to business 
conditions, Appendix A 

Perishability, effect on varia
bility of price, 70-72 

Pork, demand for, 200-212 
Potatoes, relation of price to 

production and to business 
conditions, Appendix A 

Prices of staple crops, 
effect on production, 22-39, 

260-261, Appendix A 
factors determining, 21-22, 

Appendices A and B 
Production, agricultural, 

economic factors governing, 
20-39 

indexes of, 26-27 
physical factors governing, 

39-46 
relationship to prices, 260-

261, Appendix A 
Processing, effect on variability 

of prices, 72-73 

Rents, 112-114 
Rice, relation of production to 

price, 12 
Rye, relation of production to 

price, 12 

Seed, cost of, 123-124 
Speculators, demand of, for 

farm products, 74-76 
Stabilization of business, pos

sible effects on farm pros
perity, 268-270 

Stocks, variations in, 68-70, 73-
74 

Substitution, of one crop for 
another, 15-16, 28-32, 260 

Sugar, relation of production to 
price, 12 

Taxes, 108-112 

Wages, farm, relation to busi
ness cycles, 92-107 

Weather, 
effect on agricultural produc

tion, 40-43 
effect on wheat production, 

240-245 
Wheat, 

effect of business conditions 
on price, 245-258, Appen
dix A 

international trade, 225-227 
millers' purchases. 255-258 
production, 224-225 
relation of price to volume 

of production, 12, 234-245, 
Appendices A and B 

types of, 227-230 
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